Let q be a prime < 150 and Fn be the cyclotomic polynomial of order n. All triples (p, n, q) with p an odd prime < 10 when q < 100 and p < 10 when 100 < q < ISO are given for which Fn(q) is divisible by pf (f > 1).
1. Introduction. The cyclotomic polynomial Fn of order n is defined by (o Fn(x) = n i* -e2"'*/»),
where the index k ranges over the integers relatively prime to n. A basic formula relating x" -1 to the cyclotomic polynomials [3, Chapter 8 ] is (2) x" -1 = II Fd(x).
d\n Certain investigations, such as, for example, those concerned with odd perfect numbers and amicable numbers draw upon a knowledge of the prime divisors of F"(q), for q prime; frequently, a knowledge of whether F"(q) is free of relatively small factors of multiplicity greater than one is helpful. We present in this paper all triples (p, n, q) with p an odd prime less than L (L defined below), q a prime less than 150 and n any positive integer, for which a power of p greater than the first divides F"(q).
We have made extensive use of the tables of solutions of ap~l = 1 (modp2) presented in papers by Brillhart, Tonascia and Weinberger [1], and Riesel [4] . Our search limits forp are those given in these papers; if q is a prime < 150, then/7 < L for L defined as follows: 31, 37, 41, 43, 53, 59, 67, 71, 79, 83 L = 106 100 < q < 150 L = 104
2. The Approach. That starting with the available solutions of the congruence ap~l = 1 (mod p2) leads to a most efficient means of finding the multiple odd prime factors of Fn(a), for any positive integer n, is based on the following reasoning: It is well known (see [2, pp. 164, 166] ) that F"(a) has as possible divisors the largest prime factor of n (but not its square if n > 2) and numbers of the form 1 + kn. If, now, p' (t > 1) is an odd prime power divisor of Fn(a), n any positive integer, then p -1 = kn for some integer k; since, by (2) , Fn(a) divides a" -1, it is clear that// divides a" -1, and, therefore, ap~l = 1 (mod/71). It follows that the only possible odd prime power divisors p' (t > 1) of Fn(a), for p<L and a<150, are those primes p listed in the tables of [1] and [4] .
We have restricted our investigation to F"(a) for a a prime largely because interest in the multiplicity of divisors of cyclotomic polynomials frequently occurs in connection with their appearance as factors of the sum-of-divisors function a. Since a is a multiplicative function and, for q prime, (3) °(<r') = (?" -0/(<7 -1) = n Fd(q), d¥>l, d\n it is sufficient to confine one's attention to F"(a) for a a prime. Our calculation, carried out on the University of Missouri's IBM 360, was shortened through application of the following extension of Theorem 4 in [1]:
Theorem. Let a, r and m be positive integers with (m,<p(m)) = I. If a belongs to e (mod m) and a^m) = 1 (mod m'), then a belongs to e (mod mr).
Proof. The proof is by mathematical induction on r. The theorem is trivially true when r = 1. If the theorem is assumed to be true for r = t, then ae = 1 + km' for some positive integer k. Now, when r = t + 1, 1 = a*«) = (a* )*">/' = (1 + km')^'1 = 1 + km'tp(m)/e (mod m'+l), from which it follows that m\k. Hence, ae = 1 (mod m'+x). No smaller power of a is congruent to 1 (mod m'+l), since a belongs to e (mod ni).
We immediately have this Corollary. If, for some odd prime p and positive integers a and r, a belongs to the exponent e (mod/7) and ap'x = 1 (modpr), thenpr\Fe(a).
Proof.Since, by the Theorem, p' divides a' -I, p\Fd(a) for some divisor d of e, by (2) . But then, p\ad -1, so d = e. Since d = e is the only divisor of e for which p\ Fd(a), pr divides Fe(a).
The obvious implication of the Corollary, with respect to the problem of finding p, n and q (p < L,q < 150) such that p'\Fn(q), is that, for each pair/7 and q such that qp~x = 1 (mod/7') (t = 2 or 3) in the tables of [1] and [4] , one need only find the smallest factor n of p -1 for whichp\q" -1. It follows that/7' divides F"(q).
Our procedure, then, was straightforward; the exponent to which q belongs (mod p) was found in the usual way. Only four values of Fn(q) are divisible by/73 for p < L, q < 150, and these are marked with an asterisk in the table. No F"(q) is divisible by the fourth power of an odd prime for p and q in our ranges.
We are indebted to the referee for pointing out that the entry a = 23, p = 1370377 in 
